2025 YCAA Prize Fellowship

The Yale Center for Astronomy and Astrophysics invites applications for the YCAA Prize Fellowship. The YCAA is part of a vibrant research community in the Astronomy and Physics departments at Yale. The Fellowship is for three years (renewed annually subject to performance) and offers salary, benefits and research funds comparable to the Hubble and other similar prize fellowships. The fellowship provides a three-year appointment with a competitive stipend, discretionary annual research fund, and health insurance.

Yale offers a lively academic community and access to world-class astronomical facilities, including the Keck and Palomar telescopes. Because Yale is an institutional member of the SDSS-IV and SDSS-V collaborations, YCAA Fellows can automatically join both. YCAA Fellows also have access to High-Performance Computing facilities at Yale.

Fellows are expected to carry out their own research program, although research interests that intersect with those of Yale astrophysics faculty are preferred. Active research at Yale spans most areas in astrophysics and includes theoretical, observational, and instrumentation efforts.

Yale strongly welcomes applications from women, persons with disabilities, protected veterans, and underrepresented minorities. Yale is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

For inquiries about this position, please contact Prof. Meg Urry, Director of the Yale Center for Astronomy and Astrophysics at meg.urry@yale.edu

Apply at physics.yale.edu/ycaa-prize-fellowship by November 1, 2024.